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Answer any four from Question no. 2 to 8
Question no. 1 is compulsory.

L (a) Explain with diagram the basic operation of RADAR.

(b) Derive RADAR range equation explaining meaning of each term.

(5+5=10)

2. (a) Write Poynting Theorem. Derive the mathematical expression using Maxwell's

equation.

(b) The magnetic field inte\sity of uniform plane wave in air is 20 Aim in ~
\

direction. The wave is propagating in 0: direction at an angular frequency of
2 x 109 rod /sec.

Find: a) wavelength b) frequency c) period and d) amplitude

(5+5=10)

3. (a) Derive voltage and current equations for transmission line.

(b) Calculate the series impedance and shunt admittance of a transmission line at

m=5.5xI03 rod/sec. The primary parameters ofline are

R = lOA ohm, L = 3.64 mH, C = 0.00825,uF and G = 0.08j1mho. (5+5=10)



4. (a) Find the greatest number of half waves of electric intensity with which it may be

possible to propagate a signal of 10 GHz in a waveguide whose wall separation

is 0.05m. Calculate the guide wavelength for this mode of propagation.

(b) Obtain expressions for phase velocity and group velocity between parallel

planes. Prove that~=~+~
Ao /tc /tg (6+4=10)

5. (a) Derive wave equation for conducting medium.

(b) Find the value of attenuation constant{a} and phase constant (jJ) for conduc

medium. (5+5=10)

6. (a) Explain the operation of magnetron with the aid of suitable schematic diagram.

(b) Write short notes on:

(i) Velocity modulation (ii) TWT

(5+5=10)

7. (a) Explain the working principle of reflex klystron with suitable diagram. Also

mention its different applications.

(b) The characteristic impedance of a uniform transmission line is 2040 nat the

frequency of800H:At this frequency, propagation constant is o 054 L87.9' .

Deterrnine s.z.c and C.

(5+5=10)

8. (a) What is antenna? Explain different parameters involved in measurement 0

antenna performance.

(b) Write short notes on:

(i) IMPATT diode (ii) Varactor diode

(6+4=10)

*****
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I. Choose the correct answer: lx20=20

1. The wave equation for free space in tenus ofE is:
2 a2E -2 a2Ea) \1 E=JiO&0-2 b) \1 E=JiO&0-2

at at
2

\12E=_I_a E

c) JiO&O at2 d) \12E = JiO&OaE
at

2. Velocity of wave in free space is

a) ~ b) ~
..;Ji&

c) 1
~JiO&O

d) ~JiO&O

3. The characteristics of good conductor is
a) ~»1 b) ~((I C)~»1

toe ou: (I&
d)~((I

(I&

4. The Poynting vector is equal to
a) E·H b) ExH c)%

5. Which of the following statements are true for a transmission line parameters R, L, G and C?
a) Rand L are series elements.
b) G and C are shunt elements.
c) bothR and G depend on conductivity of the conductors forming the line.
d) onlyR depends explicitly on frequency.

6. The voltage reflection coefficient at the load end is

a)rL=(ZL-ZO) b) rL=(ZO-ZL) C)rL=(ZL+ZO)
ZL +zo Zo +ZL ZL -zo

d)rL=(ZL-Zo)2ZL +zo

7. Attenuation constant (a) for wave propagating in conducting medium is given by

b)m (T)[~+l]
d) (~2m)[R~Y+1]

a)m,(T)[F~ -I]

c) (~2m)[~-I]

•



8. Which of the followings is a mathematically incorrect expression?
a) grad div b) div grad c) curl grad d) grad div

9. An antenna is terminating device which converts to EIH wave
a) VII b)V c)I d)P

1O.In PIN diode, layer between PN junction is
a) intrinsic layer b) insulator layer
c) impedance layer d) none of the above

11.The conduction current density in a conducting medium is given by

a)J=CJE b) J=O"h c)J=Eh d) J=CJ
2
;{

12.Klystron is a microwave
a) oscillator b) amplifier c) switch d) none of the above

13.The variation in electron velocity in drift space is known as
a) velocity modulation b) speed modulation
c) space modulation d) none of the above

14.Which among the following is a valid form of Maxwell's equation?
a) V .B = Pv b) v· E = Pv c) V x B = J d) v .D = Pv

2
15.If a plane wave satisfies the equation 0 ~x =*OE; , the wave propagates in

oz c ot
a) x direction b) z direction c) both a) and b) d) y direction

16.Negative resistance effect is observed in
a) TRAPATT b) IMPATT c) Gunn diode d) Magnetron

17.Intrinsic impedance of free space is
a) 3760 b) 3770 c) 3750 d) none of the above

18. What is the major factor for determining whether a medium is free space, lossless dielectric,
lossy dielectric or good conductor?
a) attenuation constant b) constitutive parameters (a,&,fl)

c) loss tangent d) intrinsic impedance

19.Characteristic impedance 20 of a transmission line at microwave frequencies is

a) (L b) rc C).JLC d) J 1Vc fi LC

20.Signals coming back from RADAR target is known as
a) echos b) reflected signal c) pulse d) none of the above

*****
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